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1.1 Overview 

 
1.2 User 

 
The user of this job aid will be anyone assigned as a 
Public Information Officer (PIO) within the National 
Incident Management System (NIMS) Incident 
Command System (ICS). The job of Public Information 
Officer (PIO) during an emergency response is a critical 
one. It can have a large impact on the perception of the 
public, the media, and stakeholders regarding the 
success or appropriateness of the response activities. 
Properly managing public information and the media 
during a response are critical to overall success. 

 
Personnel assigned to this position should have a good 
public affairs background and experience working with 
people in other organizations. Since this is a key 
position in the response organization, assignment 
should be based on experience level versus rank or 
employer. 

 
This job aid assumes the PIO has a thorough 
knowledge of the Incident Command System and the 
user has fundamental skills in public affairs and 
interacting with the media. 

 
This Job Aid does not cover other important traits of an 
effective PIO, such as: 

 Good leadership, interpersonal and communications 
skills; 
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 Experience in resolving contentious issues or 
conflicts; 

 Experience in risk-based decision making; 

 A solid grasp of public affairs and governmental 
affairs, organizational goals, objectives and missions; 

 A solid grasp of political, social, environmental, and 
economic issues; 

 Adaptability and flexibility to the needs of the incident; 

 An in-depth knowledge of substantive aspects of the 
incident at hand. 

 Proactive and assertive. 

 Facilitation and presentation skills. 

 Excellent situational awareness to be able to quickly 
develop the perspective on the scope, scale and 
long-term consequences of the response. 

 In-depth knowledge of the types of information 
challenges expected for incidents likely to be 
encountered. 

 Ability to facilitate organizational success in terms of 
developing processes that bring together participating 
organizations and stakeholders to meet shared goals 
and objectives as the response effort evolves. 

 
A good PIO exhibits these traits and many more in 
addition to properly executing the Incident Command 
System. 
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1.3 When to Use 

 
This Job Aid can be used anytime as a supplement to 
the Incident Management Handbook (IMH). Generally, 
the IMH covers “what” to do but not “how” to perform a 
particular function. A PIO can use this job aid for any 
incident or planned event. It is suited for incidents 
where the ICS is being used, but many of the principles 
and actions listed therein can be used for other 
activities where the ICS is not used. 

 
1.4 Scope 

 
This Job Aid focuses on the role of the Public 
Information Officer in executing duties under the 
Incident Command System to ensure effective 
coordination with the media, stakeholders and 
participating organizations involved in the response.  
This Job Aid assumes the Public Information Officer 
has a thorough knowledge of the Incident Command 
System and the user has fundamental skills in public 
affairs and interacting with the media. 

 
A strong candidate for the Public Information Officer 
position has these qualities and many more, in addition 
to having a thorough understanding of ICS. 

 

Note: The term “stakeholder” as used in this job aid is 
inclusive of all outside entities with whom the Public 
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Information Officer may interact, such as assisting and 
cooperating agencies, coordination facilities, elected 
officials, the public, the media and special interest 
groups. This is not meant to alter any NIMS ICS 
doctrine. 

 
1.5 Major Tasks 

 
The responsibilities of the PIO and the Liaison Officer 
(LOFR) often become intertwined because each 
position deals with entities outside of the response 
organization, i.e., public entities. In order to eliminate 
confusion and overlap, the PIO and LOFR should 
discuss and decide on the delineation of certain 
responsibilities. An example of such delineation would 
be the following: 

 The LOFR is responsible for working with any public 
entity requesting incident information, namely 
assisting and cooperating agencies, stakeholder 
groups, and government officials who have a vested 
interest and will be expected to provide input into the 
response process and will expect situation reports 
from the Incident/Unified Command. 

 The PIO is responsible to working with the media and 
general public where the objective is to provide timely 
information about response efforts to them. 

 The PIO is responsible for interacting with the 
Incident Commander, Federal On Scene Coordinator 
or Unified Command to ensure that response 
objectives and public information objectives are 
aligned to keep news releases and information 
products accurate. 
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The primary responsibilities of the Public Information 
Officer are to effectively coordinate with media and 
general public interested in the incident. This includes, 
but is not limited to: 

 Develop a media strategy, review strategy with 
Command prior to implementation. 

 Establish contact with other public information 
personnel. 

 Locate and establish a Joint Information Center (JIC). 

 Provide talking points to Command for press 
briefings, VIP visits and town hall meetings. 

 Keep command informed of any potential adverse 
political, social and economic impacts. 

 Serve as key contributor to the public’s perception of 
the response effort. 

 Manage the public information Staff Organization, 
including the assignment of Assistant PIOs and 
forming teams where necessary. 

 Effectively use Assistant Public Information Officers 
(APIO) to manage work activities in the Joint 
Information Center and to assign APIO Field 
Specialists to other locations that dictate a need for 
public information resources and where direct linkage 
to the ICP is necessary. 

 Brief Command on public information issues and 
concerns. 

 Review the Incident Action Plan (IAP) to ensure 
public information oriented objectives, messages, 
issues and information are included as appropriate. 

 Review support and/or contingency plans for 
integration of stakeholder input and involvement. 
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 Develop, review and approve public information 
related documents. 

 Ensure all public information activities are 
documented on ICS 214, Unit Log. 

 Complete all required forms and documentation prior 
to demobilization. 

 
1.6 References 

 
Below is a list of references that may be required while 
using this job aid: 

 State of Texas Type 3 AHIMT Public Information 
Officer Standard Operating Procedures 
http://ticc.tamu.edu/Documents/IncidentResponse/A
HIMT/AHIMT_PIO_SOP.pdf 

 Incident Management Handbook (IMH) COMDTPUB 
P3120.17 is the key reference for executing Incident 
Command System processes. The IMH is available 
on the Coast Guard ICS website at  
http://homeport.uscg.mil/ics/. 

 NRT Joint Information Center Model 

 
1.7 Materials 

 
Ensure you have appropriate Public Information Officer 
materials during an incident. See Appendices A and B 
for lists of personal and professional items to bring. 

http://ticc.tamu.edu/Documents/IncidentResponse/AHIMT/AHIMT_PIO_SOP.pdf
http://ticc.tamu.edu/Documents/IncidentResponse/AHIMT/AHIMT_PIO_SOP.pdf
http://homeport.uscg.mil/ics/
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1.8 Forms 

 
ICS Forms can be found on the Texas A&M Forest 
Service Incident Management Team Toolbox 
website at http://tfsfrp.tamu.edu/toolbox/classic.html 

 

Generally, the PIO will either work with or have 
responsibility for information on the following forms: 

 

 Incident Briefing (ICS 201) 

 Incident Objectives (ICS 202) 

 Organization Assignment List (ICS 203) 

 Assignment List (ICS 204) 

 Communications List (ICS 205a) 

 Incident Organization Chart (ICS 207) 

 Check-In List (ICS 211) 

 General Message (ICS 213) 

 Unit Log (ICS 214) 

 Demobilization Check-Out (ICS 221) 

 Incident Personnel Performance Rating (ICS 225) 

http://tfsfrp.tamu.edu/toolbox/classic.html
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Checklists 

Pre-Assignment Actions 
 

 

Ensure personal readiness for assignment 
(See detail on page 19) 

Ensure PIO certification is current 
(See detail on page 20) 

Assemble PIO deployment kit (See detail on 
page 20 and Appendix A - Personal and PIO 
Deployment Kit) 

 

Pre-Deployment Actions 
 

 

Receive assignment 
(See detail on page 21) 

Verify reporting location, date and time 
(See detail on page 21) 

Finalize personal readiness for assignment (See 
detail on page 21) 

Receive travel orders and order number 
(See detail on page 21) 

Make travel arrangements 
(See detail on page 22) 

Verify/Update personal deployment kit (See 
detail on page 22 and Appendix A) 

Verify/Update PIO deployment kit 
(See detail on page 22 and Appendix A) 
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Check-In to Incident - Initial Actions 
 

 

Check-in 
(see detail on page 23) 

Travel orders - Dispatch 
(see detail on page 24) 

Lodging assignment - Logistics 
(see detail on page 24) 

Meal schedule - Logistics 
(see detail on page 24) 

Review & sign Site Safety & Health Plan 
(see detail on page 25) 

 

Situation Assessment 
 

 

What kind of incident? 
(see detail on page 26) 

Who are key players? 
(see detail on page 26) 

When did the incident occur? 
(see detail on page 26) 

Where is incident location/AOR? 
(see detail on page 26) 

Incident organization? 
(see detail on page 26) 

Resources on-scene? 
(see detail on page 27) 

Initial Safety Assessment? 
(see detail on page 28) 

Next scheduled meeting or press brief? 
(see detail on page 28) 

Level of media and public interest? 
(see detail on page 28) 
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Initial Brief 
 

 

Your role 
(see detail on page 29) 

Size and complexity of incident 
(see detail on page 29) 

Initial Safety Assessment 
(see detail on page 29) 

IC/UC expectations 
(see detail on page 29) 

Limitations and constraints 
(see detail on page 30) 

 

Activate Public Information Organization 
 

 

Establish work location 
(see detail on page 31) 

Organize and brief subordinates 
(see detail on page 33) 

Acquire work materials 
(see detail on page 33) 

Request Staff 
(see detail on page 33) 

Public Information Staff Organization 
(see detail on page 34 and inside front cover) 
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Initial Response and Assessment 
 
 

Assess involved, effected and peripheral 
entities (see detail on page 40) 

Develop initial public information work products 
(see detail on page 40) 

Provide Input to the Objectives and Critical 
Information Requirements (CIRs) 
(see detail on page 42) 

 

Command and General Staff Meeting 
 
 

Incident Situation 

(see detail on page 44) 

IC/UC opening remarks 
(see detail on page 44) 

Receive IC/UC direction (see detail on page 45) 
Priorities, Objectives, Key Decisions, Limitations & 
Constraints, and Key Procedures 

Provide Public Information Status Brief 
(see detail on page 46) 

Provide feedback to IC/UC on focus/direction 
(see detail on page 46) 

Discuss interagency issues 
(see detail on page 46) 

Discuss Media Issues/Needs 
(see detail on page 47) 

Discuss Public Information Staffing needs 
(see detail on page 47) 

Clarify release authority 
(see detail on page 47) 
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Preparing for Tactics Meeting and Tactics Meeting 
 

 

Conduct Staff Meeting (see 
detail on page 47) 

Obtain briefings from APIOs in the field 
(see detail on page 48) 

Evaluate Public Information Organization in the 
field and make adjustments as necessary 
(see detail on page 48) 

Contact assisting and cooperating agency PIOs 
to discuss objectives (see detail on page 48) 

Meet with OSC to share information from APIOs 
(see detail on page 48) 

 

Preparing for the Planning Meeting 
 

 

Obtain briefings from APIOs in the field 
(see detail on page 49) 

Gather situational information from SITL 
(see detail on page 49) 

Provide updates for the situation Incident Status 
Summary (ICS 209) (see detail on page 49) 

Prepare Media Status Briefing 
(see detail on page 49) 

Prepare to provide information on any public 
information issues (see detail on page 50) 
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Planning Meeting 
 
 

Provide Public Information Status Brief 
(see detail on page 50) 

Validate support for the proposed Incident 
Action Plan (see detail on page 50) 

 

Post-Planning Meeting Actions 
 
 

Consider preparing talking points or “Meet the 
Media” cards for field personnel 
(see detail on page 51) 

Review ICS 203 Organization Assignment List 
(see detail on page 51) 

Review ICS 204 Work Assignments 
(see detail on page 51) 

Review ICS 205a Communications List 
(see detail on page 51) 

Review Additional Plans for Media concerns 
(see detail on page 51) 

Provide feedback to appropriate IMT members 
(see detail on page 51) 

 

Operations Briefing 
 
 

 Obtain update from APIOs before briefing 
(see detail on page 52) 

 PIO provides Media Status Briefing at briefing 
(see detail on page 52) 

 Answer any public information status questions 
(see detail on page 52) 
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Execute Plan and Assess Progress 
 

 

 Obtain periodic briefings from APIOs. 
(see detail on page 53) 

 Assess media related activities 
(see detail on page 53) 

 Evaluate public information organization for 
effectiveness (see detail on page 53) 

 Prepare for future meetings/briefings 
(see detail on page 53) 

  
 
 
 

Personnel Evaluation Criteria 
 

 

Crew morale? 
High Med Low 

Are assignments completed on time? 
Internal factors External factors 

Are injuries exceeding normal operating 
environment? 

Is the team effectively interacting? 

Number of unresolved issues passed to Incident 
Command? 

Any aggression or frustration by team members? 

Possible solutions to problems/issues? 
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Debrief Personnel 
 

 

Debrief staff on progress of work 
(see detail on page 55) 

Note Safety Concerns 
(see detail on page 55) 

Collect documentation including ICS 214 
(see detail on page 55) 

Discuss Logistical issues 
(see detail on page 55) 

 
 
 

Lead Personnel 
 

 

On-scene leadership and skill vs. will 
(see detail on page 57) 

Dealing with problems 
(see detail on page 57) 

Communicate expectations 
(see detail on page 57) 

Foster teamwork 
(see detail on page 58) 

When are you no longer responsible 
(see detail on page 58) 
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Safety 
 

 

Provide appropriate PPE 
(see detail on page 59) 

Organize to minimize risk 
(see detail on page 59) 

Adapt safely to changing conditions 
(see detail on page 59) 

Stop unsafe actions 
(see detail on page 59) 

Provide feedback on safety issues 
(see detail on page 59) 
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Demobilization 
 

 

Provide input to Demobilization Plan 
(see detail on page 61) 

Brief Replacement, as necessary 
(see detail on page 61) 

Replenish supplies 
(see detail on page 61) 

Complete evaluations on assigned personnel 
(see detail on page 61) 

Provide ALL documentation to Documentation 
Unit (see detail on page 60 and 61) 
 Imagery (video, pictures, charts, etc.) 
 ICS 213(s) 
ICS 214(s) 
 Media Relations Plan and/or Strategic 

Communications Plan 
 Case Book (contains ALL information products) 

Turn in equipment, as appropriate 
(see detail on page 62) 
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2.1 General Tasks 
 
 

 

2.2 Pre-Assignment Actions 

 
1. Ensure personal readiness for assignment: 
If you deploy without being personally ready, it will 
affect your ability to respond and will cause a burden on 
the incident management team. 

 
Personal readiness includes: 

 Medical/dental readiness 
Ensure you have no outstanding issues that would 
prevent you from being deployed. (e.g. have a plan to 
ensure you have enough medication for the entire period 
of the deployment) 

 Uniforms – Have enough uniforms and/or appropriate 
clothing for an expected deployment. 

 Financial Readiness – You need to be financially 
ready to deploy. This means ensuring your financial 
situation is in order. 

o Ensuring bills will be paid while deployed. 
o Ensure your MOU is up to date. 

 Family Readiness 

o Ensure you have a Dependent Care/Pet Care plan 
for when you are deployed. 
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 Ensure PIO certification is current in IQS. 
 

 Incident specific training (e.g. area familiarization, 
etc.) 

 
2. Assemble PIO deployment kit 

 

 Ensure all items found in Appendix A are ready to go 
BEFORE you get the call to deploy. 

 Ensure supplies are restocked from last deployment. 
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2.3 Pre-Deployment Actions 

 
1. Receive assignment: 

 You may receive your assignment via message, 
phone call, supervisor or on orders. 

 
2. Verify the reporting location, date and time: 

 You should verify reporting location, date and time, 
order number, as well as Incident Command Post 
(ICP) contact numbers for assistance with check-in. 

 
3. Finalize personal readiness for assignment: 

 Review the pre-assignment checklist to ensure 
readiness for assignment which includes personal, 
dependent, and financial readiness. 

 Notify your chain of command of any outstanding 
readiness issues. This may mean delaying 
deployment to resolve the issue. 

 
4. Receive travel orders and Resource order number: 

 The travel order number (TONO) and order number 
are different. The order number will be used at 
check-in to verify the position that you will be filling. 

 Order Number is generally in the following format 

 

 o Example: O374 (O is for Overhead, and the 3 digit 
number is assigned by Logistics) 
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5. Make travel arrangements: 

 Obtain instructions from the Team Leader or 
Incident Commander on arrangements and 
responsibilities for travel. 

 Make travel arrangements using approved State of 
Texas travel methods and guidelines. 

 

6. Verify/update personal mobilization kit (see detail 
Appendix A). A personal mobilization kit contains 
your personal items needed for the deployment and 
includes items like: 

 Medications 

 Uniforms and/or appropriate clothing 

 Special PPE or special weather clothing required. 

 Verify if any special PPE will be provided by the 
incident. 

 

7. Verify/update PIO deployment kit (see detail in 
Appendix A): 

 Ensure manuals, forms and guides are current (both 
electronic and paper). 

 Ensure supplies are restocked from last deployment. 
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2.4 Check-In to the Incident - Initial Actions 

The following tasks should be accomplished as soon as 
possible after arriving on-scene. 

 
1. Check-in: 

Upon arrival at the incident, 
check-in at the Incident 
Command Post, Base, or 
Staging Area on the ICS 211. 

a. Ensure you have your 
Order Number available. 
This enables the Check-in 
Recorder (CHKN) to 
validate your assignment 
to the incident quickly. The Order Number is 
generally in the following format: 

i. Example: O374 (O is for Overhead, and the 3 
digit number is assigned by Logistics). 

b. Additional information. The incident will want a 
phone number where you can be reached, your 
home base, how you got to the incident, as well as 
any additional qualifications you may have. 

c. Receive assignment if available. Although you 
probably know why you are at the incident, Check- 
in may have a different assignment (e.g. DIV A 
Supervisor, Salvage Group Supervisor, Supply 
Unit Leader, etc). 

If  you  are  in  the  first 
group of personnel 
assigned and there is 
no check-in function 
set   up,   contact 
RESOURCE 

the 
UNIT 

LEADER (RESL) or 
PLANNING SECTION 

(PSC) and 
discuss the need for a 
check-in process. 
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d. Incident credentials: On some incidents, 

credentials (badges) are created for all assigned 
personnel. If the incident is issuing credentials, you 
should receive them when you check-in. 

2. Finance Check-in: 

a. Travel Orders: Provide a copy of your orders or 
other travel documents to the FSC or Admin 
Officer. Take care of this as soon as possible so it 
does not hinder your DEMOB process. 

3. Logistics Check-in: 

a. Lodging assignment: The incident is responsible 
for ensuring you have adequate lodging, unless 
you are locally based. If the incident is small, 
Logistics may ask you to make your own 
arrangements, or they may have already 
contracted with a local hotel for incident personnel. 
Even if you have made your own arrangements, 
Logistics should still be tracking where personnel 
are berthed. 

b. Meal schedule: (The size, complexity and location 
of an incident will impact the availability of meals). 

i. On most AHIMT responses, meals are the 
responsibility of the individual since they are on 
per diem. 

ii. If meals are provided, the incident Food Unit 
Leader (FDUL) generally tracks who got a meal 
and the individual is required to make the 
appropriate modification to their travel claim. 
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The government is prohibited from providing a 
meal at no cost while paying the responder per 
diem for food. 

4. Safety - Review and sign the Site Safety & Health 
Plan (if completed at that point): As a member of the 
command cadre, it is critical that you understand all 
of the incident hazards and mitigation strategies. 
Although you may only be impacted by a few of 
these hazards, knowledge can be the difference 
between zero accidents and preventable injuries. 

a. Each incident should have a Site Safety & Health 
Plan (ICS 208-CG) where the Safety Officer 
(SOFR) has elaborated on these hazards. 

b. These hazards should be factored into the 
development of the Medical Plan, Transportation 
and Traffic Plans, and design of incident facilities. 

c. Review and sign the Site Safety & Health Plan 
indicating your awareness and understanding. 

 

2.5 Situation Assessment 

The purpose of this task is to acquire additional 
background on the incident prior to starting your 
assignment. As a member of the IMT leadership, you 
will share in the success or failure of commands 
objectives. Part of “starting right” is for the PIO to take 
responsibility for getting a handle on the situation so he 
or she has a better understanding of the big picture. 
Regardless of when you arrive at an incident, there is 
usually very little time for someone else to brief you. 
The following tasks should be accomplished AFTER 
checking-in to the incident. 
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1. Review the current ICS 201 and/or IAP for an 
overview of current operations. You need to find 

out the Who, What, When, and Where related to the 
incident: 

2. Who are key players? (Federal, State, local, 

industry) This may give you some insight into the 
stakeholders, why Command is setting particular 
objectives and what Media issues or concerns they 
may have. 

3. What is the incident? (SAR, oil/hazmat, LE, natural 

disaster, etc.) This will give you an idea of the Critical 
Information Requirements (CIRs) and the Media 
issues you will be dealing with. 

4. When did the incident take place? An incident 

changes character over time including; survival rates, 
weathering of oil, potential contaminants, vessel 
stability, etc. As the PIO you need to know if the 
incident is expanding, steady state, or contracting. 

5. Where did the incident take place? Do you know 

the Area of Responsibility (AOR)? If so, you have an 
advantage in knowing relationships, geography, local 
plans, etc. If not, you must spend some time getting 
to know the area. Also, what is the difference 
between the unit/agency AOR and the incident AOR? 
Generally, there should be a difference. 

6. What is the incident organization? You must know 

who is in your direct chain of command as well as 
other key players such as the Incident 
Commander(s), Operations Section Chief (OSC), 
Planning Section Chief (PSC), Finance Section Chief 
(FSC), and Logistics Section Chief (LSC). See 
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Appendix B – Functional Interactions for more info on 
expected interactions. 

7. What resources are on-scene and/or enroute? 

This is not about memorizing resources. However, 
the PIO should have a ballpark idea of what is 
currently being utilized to support the operations on- 
scene and the broad categories of resources that will 
be required. This is especially important for 
coordinating with the public/stakeholders in the 
development of Critical Information Requirements 
(CIRs). 

a. For example: 

b. Resources 

i. Vehicles (sedans, buses, trucks, fire, etc.) 

ii. Vessels (law enforcement, deck cargo barges, 
oil recovery, etc.) 

iii. Helicopters (overflight, passenger carrying, 
heavy lift, etc.) 

iv. Expertise (environmental, salvage, law 
enforcement, fire, etc.) 

c. Support 

i. Personal Protective Equipment 

ii. Radios, Cell phones, Porta-Johns, etc. 

iii. Admin equipment (copy machines, printers, fax 
machines, etc.) 

iv. Fuel, food, lodging, transportation, etc. 

v. Facilities (Incident Command Post (ICP), JIC, 
staging areas, etc.) 

d. Sources of information 

i. Contingency Plans (ACP, AMSP, etc.) 
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ii. Local Emergency Management 

iii. Local Police, Fire 

iv. Contractors 

8. When is the next scheduled meeting or press 
briefing? 

a. Check the Meeting Schedule, which should be 
posted in various locations around the ICP, and 
always on the Situation Status boards. 

9. What is the level of media interest? 

a. Which direction is the media driving the story? Has 
an initial news release been sent out? Has a JIC 
been established? 

b. What is the tone of media stories? Are they 
reporting issues that the IC/UC needs to address? 

c. What is the frequency of calls? Is it the same 
outlet calling or multiple media outlets calling? 

d. How many stories (radio, TV, newspaper, online, 
etc.) have been generated? Are you tracking 
them? 

10. What is the level of public interest? 

a. Do you need a community relations branch in the 
JIC? If so, how robust will it need to be? 

b. Does the Unified Command need to evacuate 
people from the affected area? 

c. How many people are affected? Are they getting 
the appropriate word from the Unified Command? 

d. What is the impact to the stakeholders? 
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2.6 Initial Brief 

The initial briefing is the opportunity for the PIO to 
receive additional details about the incident assignment. 
Depending on the phase and/or size of the incident, you 
may or may not get a chance to spend this time with the 
Incident Commander and/or Deputy IC before you start 
working. If you are NOT able to attend this brief, your 
next and most important opportunity is the Command 
and General Staff meeting. Review the PIO Planning 
“P” for quick meeting guidance. 

1. Your role: 

a. How big a role are you filling? Does the incident 
involve multiple jurisdictions or several 
agencies? How many agencies and 
stakeholders are expected to be involved? 

b. Do you have the experience for the role you are 
filling? 

2. Size and complexity of incident: 

a. Is the incident expanding or contracting? 

b. Will the IC(s) give you the authority to order the 
resources you need to effectively manage media 
issues for the incident? 

3. Expectations of the IC: IC’s come with many 
different levels of expertise and experience. In a 
multi-hazard, multi-jurisdictional incident, it is 
possible and even probable that the IC does not 
have expertise in providing proactive outreach 
services to the public, as well as, the assisting and 
cooperating agencies and other stakeholders. 
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a. Do you have expertise in coordination and 
communications efforts with numerous assisting 
and cooperating agencies, stakeholders, and 
other interested parties for this type of incident? 

b. Does the command want a briefing from you on 
the process and procedures you typically use? 

c. How often does the command want to be 
updated? What are their trigger points? 

4. Limitations and Constraints (e.g. are you the right 
PIO for the job?). While this may seem intuitive, you 
should always ask yourself this question. Even if 
you lack experience or expertise, can you bring on 
Assistant PIO’s and/or a JIC Manager with the 
appropriate backgrounds? 

a. Special concerns (e.g. reporting criteria) 

b. Resource request process (see Appendix E – 
Example ICS 213, Resource Request 
Message). 

c. Resource ordering process 

d. Critical information reporting expectations. 

e. Do the PIO and/or Assistant PIOs have the 
authority to directly address and resolve issues 
with the public? 
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2.7 Activate Public Information Organization 

If you are reporting early to the incident, you probably 
will not have a work location set up. Ideally, check-in 
and situation assessment should take 30 minutes or 
less. Add 30 minutes for a brief from the IC and now 
you are one hour into the response. 

1. Establish work location – Where the public 
information organization sets up shop during an 
incident can have a profound impact on the overall 
effectiveness. The PIO may set up work locations in 
the Incident Command Post (ICP) and if the incident 
is large enough, may need to set up a Joint 
Information Center (JIC) near the incident command 
or off-site to help manage public information needs. 
The PIO’s work area in the ICP or JIC should 
provide for effective management of public 
information for the response effort. The work area 
needs to be functional and free of interruptions and 
distractions that can detract from the PIO’s ability to 
lead the public information staff. 

a. Room Criteria: 

i. Enough space for everyone to work based on 
personal resource requests. 

ii. Access to phone lines 
iii. Enough power outlets and/or power strips and 

used within fire codes 
iv. Access to a fax machine 
v. Access to a copy machine 
vi. Access to a computer and/or access to the 

internet. 
vii. Located at or near the Incident Command Post 

(ICP) or Emergency Operations Center (EOC). 
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viii. Wall space for hanging charts, maps, photos, 
and poster-sized paper for public information 
personnel to develop and review their written 
products. The Situation Unit Leader will 
maintain or at least have copies of these wall 
displays in the planning Section which can 
then be obtained for public information 
activities: 

 ICS 202 Objectives 

 ICS 202A Priorities, Limitations and 
Constraints 

 ICS 202B Critical Information Reporting 
Requirements 

 Maps/Charts 

b. Do’s 

i. In the ICP, setup close to the Incident 
Commander (IC) and Liaison Officer (LOFR). 
You have a very close relationship with the IC 
and LOFR. 

ii. Think about how big your organization (the 
public information organization) may get and 
plan accordingly. Moving once can be 
disruptive, but can occur during the early 
stages of an incident. Moving to a different 
facility may be necessary due to connectivity 
issues or to establish phone lines. 

iii. Factor in the flow of information to your room 
layout (Separate the media relations team 
from information products as phones are 
distracting to writers). 
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iv. Ensure your space is a safe place to work. The 
biggest concern is trip hazards due to 
computer/phone cords. 

c. Don’ts 

i. Do not forget to evaluate your facilities for 
safety concerns. 

2. Organize and brief subordinates: If you have 
anyone working for you at this point, don’t leave 
them hanging. Get together and assign position 
responsibilities and create a public information 
organization chart (see Staff Meeting on page 54). 
If your staff doesn’t have the ICS skills then tell 
them what you need done in the few hours while 
you are waiting for qualified staff. 

3. Acquire work materials and equipment: Ideally, you 
should have a starting point with supplies that are 
already in your go-kit. There are many boxes 
available, such as a Pelican Case (model 1650 or 
1620) to house the items identified in Appendix A. 

4. Request Staff. With the exception of simple Type 3 
incidents, you should get an initial request in as 
soon as possible for the appropriate staff you feel 
that are needed to support the overall incident 
coordination to include multiple shift changes. You 
may very well need additional personnel but these 
are key to organizing your personnel to be as 
efficient as possible. It is better to request more 
personnel that you need because you can 
demobilize personnel, as required, rather than 
overworking your existing personnel. 
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a. How many Assistant Public Information 
Officers are required? There are many different 

factors that determine the number of assistants a 
Public Information Officer may need. 

5. These include: 

a. The size and complexity of the incident. The key 
factor is the ability of the public information 
organization to complete all of their functions. 
The functions of the Public Information Officer 
may include all of the major tasks noted on page 
4. It is absolutely crucial for the Public 
Information Officer to remain focused on the 
overall public information requirements of the 
incident. It is not possible for a Public Information 
Officer to do this in a large incident and complete 
all the functions listed above. For large complex 
incidents, you may want to consider assigning 
additional personnel for specific tasks such as: 

i. APIO JIC Manager. The APIO is selected by 

the PIO to supervise the daily operations of the 
JIC; execute plans and policies as directed by 
the PIO; and provide direction to the APIOs to 
ensure that all functions are well organized 
and operating efficiently. It is recommended to 
choose a JIC Manager that has as much or 
more public information experience as the 
PIO. The JIC Manager is responsible for: 

 Supervising all JIC activities 

 Implementing the PIO’s strategic plans 
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 Ensuring completion and proper filing of ICS 

and JIC paperwork: 213s, 214s, 204s, 

checklists, media queries 

ii. APIO for Media Relations (media desk). 

Personnel assigned this position will respond 
to media inquiries, select and prepare 
speakers prior to interviews, provide media 
escorts, maintain and update media lists and 
identify misinformation or rumors. The APIO 
for Media Relations is responsible for: 

 Using dedicated phone to answer calls from 
media, stakeholders, and public 

 Recording names, phone numbers, and 
organization of the callers; also note 
date/time of calls, nature of inquiries and 
deadlines for receiving additional information 
(see Appendix J – Example Media Query 
Record). 

Other positions that may work for the APIO for 
Media Relations are: 

 Media Relations Specialist 

 Speaker Support Specialist 

 Field Specialist 

iii. APIO for Information Gathering. Personnel 

assigned this position will be responsible for 
working with the Situation Unit Leader and 
gathering the facts (See ICS form 209), display 
facts on the status boards, monitor the media, 
analyze and respond to media and social 
media reports and respond to rumors. The 
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APIO for Information Gathering is responsible 
for: 

 Gathering verified incident information from 
Situation Unit and other sources throughout 
the response organization (see ICS 209) 

 Providing this information to the assistants 
handling inquiries and writing the news 
releases 

Other positions that may work for the APIO for 
Information Gathering are: 

 Fact Gathering Specialist 

 Status Board Specialist 

 Media Monitoring/Analysis Specialist 

 Rumor Control Specialist 

iv. APIO for Information Products. Personnel 

assigned this position will be responsible for 
producing written news releases, media 
advisories, public service announcements, fact 
sheets and other publications. They should 
route all documents, photos, video and other 
materials through the PIO. The APIO for 
Information Gathering is responsible for: 

 Assembling gathered facts in two or three 
sentences that answer the who, what, 
where, when, why and how of the incident 
(see Appendices P,Q,R,S). 
Note: Answering the “why” and “how” at 
many incidents is difficult or impossible to 
accomplish (e.g. these facts may only come 
out after an investigation) 
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 Listing remaining facts and information in 
bullet form. Listing responding agencies, 
type and amount of equipment, etc. (see 
ICS 209) 
Note: News releases should be only one 
page in length. If there is a need for 
additional information about specific topics, 
then a separate fact sheet should be 
created/used. 

 Spell-checking/editing news releases and 
give to PIO for final editing, approval, and 
routing to IC/UC for final approval 

 Giving approved news releases to APIO - 
Media Relations 

 Distributing news releases to news media 
and other requestors 

 Developing three key messages as soon as 
information is gathered. 

Other positions that may work for the APIO for 
Information Products are: 

 Writer 

 Imagery Gathering Specialist 

 Administrative Assistant 

 Website Specialist 

v. APIO for Community Relations. Personnel 

selected for this position should possess 
community relations, crisis response, JIC, 
operations, management and ICS experience, 
as well as have demonstrated skills in 
interacting with the public. 
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Other positions that may work for the APIO for 
Community Relations are: 

 Community Relations Specialist 

 Community Support Specialist 

 Social Media Specialist 

vi. APIO Field Specialists.  For field operations 

more than one Assistant Public Information 
Officer may be needed. The primary 
responsibility of APIO Field Specialists in the 
field is to channel information back and forth 
between their assigned location and the ICP. 
Assistant Public Information Officers should be 
targeted for locations actively involved in or 
supporting the response effort. Some 
examples of these locations include: 
Emergency Operations Centers (EOC), Joint 
Field Offices (JFO), agency or corporate 
Command or Operations Centers, and major 
stakeholder venues. 

b. What if several agencies are on scene and each 
wants to have their own Public Information 
Officer? There can only be ONE Public 
Information Officer for an incident. Other 
organizations can provide Assistant Public 
Information Officers that can fulfill the roles 
discussed in the previous section. If an 
organization's designated Public Information 
Officer is unable to work outside the organization, 
the incident Public Information Officer can assign 
this person the role of Assistant Public 
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Information Officer for that organization and the 
operations they are performing. 

6. Possible public information staff organization. 
There are many variations as to how to organize 
public information functions during a response. See 
inside front cover for an example organization. This 
is not the only option – ICS is flexible and scalable 
so you can structure your organization as your 
needs dictate. 
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2.8 Initial Response and Assessment 

The initial actions of the PIO are key to the support, 
assistance, and perceptions of the public and 
stakeholders. Trust, communication and a thorough 
understanding of issues will be vital to successful 
execution of the PIO responsibilities. 

1. Conduct an assessment of involved, affected, and 
peripheral entities. 

a. Confirm status of assisting agency resources. 

b. Review local contingency plans for potential 
agencies, companies or other entities that you 
need to establish contact with. 

c. Discuss planned actions with the Operations 
Section Chief (OSC) to determine resource 
needs, issues, and support requirements that 
assisting and cooperating agencies might be able 
to address. 

d. Consult with Command to obtain information on 
any entities they see as being necessary for you 
to contact or communicate with. 

e. Develop media inquiry sheets for each entity you 
are in contact with. 

f. Determine what entities might be impacted by the 
affects of the incident and/or response activities 
based on the incident Area of responsibility 
(AOR). 

g. Use gathered facts to answer initial inquiries. 

2. Develop initial public information work products. 

a. Establish PIO and staff work area in the ICP 
and/or JIC. 
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b. Establish PIO phone number for the incident. 

c. Deploy personnel to locations outside the ICP as 
needed to ensure effective communication and 
situational awareness. 

d. Obtain public information personnel and contact 
information (see Appendix J – Example Media 
Query Record) Appendix K – Example PIO Daily 
Briefing Worksheet 

e. Obtain Command and General Staff personnel 
and contact information 

f. Obtain Agency coordination and contact 
information 

i. Cooperating and assisting agencies 

ii. Stakeholders 

iii. Involved parties 

g. Develop Media Relations Plan or Strategic 
Communications Plan 

h. Determine other work product needs. Examples 
include: 

 Appendix K – Example PIO Daily Briefing 
Worksheet 

 Appendix L – Example Initial News Release 

 Appendix M – Example Media Advisory – JIC 
Establishment 

 Appendix N – Example Media Advisory – 
Media Briefing 

 Appendix O – Media Briefing Checklist 
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 Appendix P - Media Briefing – Example 
Moderator Script 

 Appendix Q – Example Meet the Media Card 

 Appendix R: Sample Key Messages and 
Common Questions and Answers (Q&As) 

 Appendix S – Planning Worksheet for 
Community Interaction 

 Appendix T – Public Information Officer VIP 
Checklist 

 Appendix U - Conducting an Open 
House/Community Meeting Checklist 

 Appendix V – Public Information Effectiveness 
Checklist 

i. Determine documentation requirements. 

3. Provide Input to the Incident Objectives as needed. 

a. The ICS 202 Incident Objectives should have a 
media related objective. The PIO should provide 
input to the IC/UC for the ICS 202 as needed to 
ensure appropriate information requirements are 
met (see Appendix C - Example ICS 202, 
Incident Objectives). The public information 
related objectives must also be within the 
capabilities of the Public Information Officer and 
staff or more public information resources must 
be ordered. 

4. Provide Input to the Critical Information 
Requirements (CIRs) as needed. 

a. Purpose. The ICS 202B Critical Information 
Requirements form supplements the ICS 202 
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form by documenting the IC/UC strategic 
direction and guidance through CIRs for use 
during the next operational period (see Appendix 
D - Example ICS 202B, Critical Information 
Requirements). 

b. Preparation. The ICS 202B Critical Information 
Requirements form is completed and/or updated 
by the Planning Section following each Unified 
Command Objectives Meeting (input may be 
made during the Initial Unified Command 
Meeting). The PIO should provide input to the 
IC/UC for the ICS 202B Critical Information 
Requirements as needed to ensure appropriate 
information requirements are met. 

c. Distribution. The Critical Information 
Requirements form may be reproduced with the 
IAP and should be given to all supervisory 
personnel at the section, branch, division/group, 
and unit levels. 
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3.2 Command and General Staff Meeting 

The Command and General Staff 

meeting is the opportunity for all 
staff members to see command’s 
assessment of the incident, how 
everyone will work together to 
achieve command’s objectives, and 
specific priorities and assignments 
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clarify expectations (i.e. what they want and what you 
can provide). 

 
1. Incident Situation: Generally the PIO should just 

listen to this briefing with the following in mind. 

a. Does Operations have what they need for this 
Operational Period? 

b. Are there any factors that may cause you to 
change the public information game plan (i.e. a 
newly identified assisting agency or 
stakeholder)? 

2. IC opening remarks: This is usually inspirational but 
the remarks can be indicative of how the UC is 
working and short-term versus long-term 
expectations. 

3. Incident Decisions, Priorities, Limitations and 
Constraints, Objectives, and Procedures: These key 
documents are usually presented by specific 
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members of Command. You should keep the 
following in mind during this presentation. 

a. Decisions – Has Command made any decisions 
that will impact your world of work? 

b. Priorities – Usually this is more geared toward 
Operational activities but may impact press and 
public outreach efforts. 

c. Limitations and Constraints – Examples of these 
that impact public information might include; 

i. Media interest 

ii. Safety of the public, risk communication 

iii. Stakeholder’s concerns 

d. Objectives –When objectives are discussed, 
ensure there is one that addresses public 
information related activities. Public information 
related objectives must be written to steer the 
response toward public information priorities 
without describing the specific resources and 
actions to be taken. The public information related 
objectives must also be within the capabilities of 
the Public Information Officer and staff or more 
public information resources must be ordered. 

e. Public Information Status Brief - Provide a Public 
Information Status Briefing when called upon. The 
Command and General Staff meeting is designed 
to be brief. The Public Information Officer should 
keep his status report as short as possible. The 
audience is the Unified Command, who is 
occupied with all aspects of the incidents and is 
really only interested in the "big picture." 
Therefore, the Public Information Officer’s briefing 
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should be an overview of the status of public 
information coordination for the entire incident. 
See Appendix K – Example PIO Daily Briefing 
Worksheet. 

i. Outreach efforts 

ii. VIP Status. 

iii. Organization and APIO locations 

iv. Press/public issues. 

v. Status of Command tasking. 

f. Procedures – Command will generally desire 
procedures specific to the incident (e.g. 
Communications Plan). If command does not 
articulate these requirements, ask Command or 
tell Command if you think they are necessary. 

4. Feedback - When Command has finished briefing 
this material, the Planning Section Chief will open 
up the meeting to questions. If you think a 
procedure should be in place for this particular 
incident, this is the time to suggest it. If you have 
questions regarding clarification of responsibilities 
for the next operational period, ASK! Also, get into 
the habit of asking the Command if there is anything 
public information can do to optimize their activities. 

5. Interagency issues – It is highly likely that you will 
be coordinating with other agencies (e.g. each entity 
may have their own Public Information Officer, etc). 
Discuss with the Command the issues for which 
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they want visibility and those for which you have 
authority to proceed. 

6. Incident processes – If Command has not made any 
decisions about incident processes, suggest those 
that you think are appropriate to the type and 
magnitude of the incident. 

7. Public information staff needs. Do you have 
authority to staff and manage your section? You 
don’t want to go to Command every time you need a 
resource and Command is usually not interested in 
every single person or resource that you need. 
However, they may place some broad constraints 
on you given the size of the incident. 

8. Clarify level of release authority. How much does 
the command want direct visibility of? Can the JIC 
update/respond on the web to social media for 
updated/verified information from the 209s (i.e. 
stats) without new command approval? 

 

 

3.3 Preparing for the Tactics Meeting 

This period  of time after  the 
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Determine Command’s intent and what public 
information must do to meet that intent. While this 
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may seem extraneous (don’t my people know what 
to do?) they are far more likely to meet your 
expectations in an emergent environment if you get 
into the habit of holding this meeting daily. 

2. Obtain briefings from Assistant Public Information 
Officers in the field. This will ensure you have the 
latest information going into the Planning 
Meeting. 

3. Evaluate public information organization in the field 
and make adjustments as necessary to reduce risk. 

4. Contact assisting and cooperating agency PIOs to 
discuss objectives for the upcoming operational 
period. Discuss their ability to support the 
objectives and solicit any concerns, considerations 
or limitation they might have. 

5. Meet with the OSC to share information provided by 
the APIOs and assisting and cooperating agencies. 

 

 

3.4 Tactics Meeting 

This 30-minute or less briefing is the 
opportunity for the OSC to present 
the proposed tactical Plan. The 
Public Information Officer is not 
normally present at this meeting, 
unless significant media or agency 
issues affecting the tactical plan are 
to be discussed. 
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3.5 Preparing for the Planning Meeting 

This period of time is for the Incident 

Management Team to prepare for 
the Planning Meeting, where the 
Planning Section Chief will seek 
verbal approval to complete the 
Incident Action Plan. Any significant 
differences between the Public 
Information Officer and the other 
members   of   the   Command   and 
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prior to the Planning Meeting. Issues that cannot be 
resolved before, during, or after the Tactics meeting 
should be presented to the Unified Command/Incident 
Commander for resolution, before the Planning 
Meeting. Public Information Officers should always 
approach the Unified Command/Incident Commander 
with a recommendation when presenting issues and 
problems. 
1. Obtain briefings from APIOs in the field. This will 

ensure the PIO has the latest public information 
situational picture going into the Planning meeting. 

2. Gather situational information from the SITL and 
any other entities necessary to refine the PIOs 
understanding of the current situational picture. 

3. Provide updates for the situation Incident Status 
Summary (ICS 209). 

4. Prepare Public Information Status Briefing (See 
Command and General Staff Meeting section). 
Include summaries of media involvement, numbers 
of personnel and resources, and any other key 
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information for presentation at the planning 
Meeting. Consult with Operations and Planning for 
agreement with content of brief. 

5. Prepare to provide information on any public 
information issues. 

 

 

3.6 Planning Meeting 

This 30-minute or less meeting 
presents the Incident Action Plan to 
Command for tentative approval. 
1. PSC opens meeting, covers 

ground rules and reviews 
agenda, and then covers 
objectives. 

2. Provide Public Information 
Status Briefing when called 
upon. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Tactics 

Meeting 

 

 
Preparing 

for the 

Tactics 

Meeting 

Command & 
General Staff 

Meeting 
 

IC / UC 
Develop/Update 

Objectives 
Meeting 

 
 

 

Initial UC 

Meeting 

Incident Brief 
ICS-201 

 
Initial 

Response & 
Assessment 

 
Notification 

 
Incident/Event 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Preparing for 

the Planning 

Meeting 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Execute Plan & 

Assess 

Progress 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Planning 

Meeting 

 

IAP Prep & 

Approval 

 

Operations 

Briefing 

 
New Ops 

Period 

Begins 

a. Report on status of significant public information 
activities. 

b. Report on agency/stakeholder involvement 
statistics. 

c. Report on the status of any VIP activities. 

d. Report the status of any tasking assigned by the 
IC/UC. 

e. Notify the IC/UC of any actions needed to help 
accomplish PIO functions. If necessary, request 
some time after this meeting to discuss actions 
required in greater detail. 

3. Validate your support for the proposed Incident 
Action Plan as presented by the OSC. 
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3.7 Post-Planning Meeting Actions 

At the conclusion of the Planning Meeting the OSC, 
PSC, LSC and SOFR have a lot of work to accomplish 
to ensure a quality IAP is delivered in time for the next 
operational period. The Public Information Officer’s 
primary responsibility during this time is to review the 
draft plan to ensure that any necessary agency or 
stakeholder considerations are effectively incorporated 
into the plan. Specifically, the PIO must: 
1. Consider preparing talking points or “Meet the 

Media” cards to distribute to field personnel. See 
Appendix Q – Example Meet the Media Card which 
outlines talking points and phone contacts in case 
responders are approached by the media. . 

2. Review ICS 203, Organization Assignment List to 
ensure public information staff organization is 
reflected. If public information organization is large, 
not all staff will be listed on the ICS 203. 

3. Review ICS 204, work assignments for any direct 
information that needs to be shared with field 
responders. 

4. Review ICS 205a Communications List for 
appropriate public information organization phone 
numbers. 

5. Review any support or contingency plans for 
requirements and incorporation of media and public 
information. 

6. Provide feedback to appropriate IMT members 
about the proposed plan and how it will be 
perceived by the media, agencies and 
stakeholders. 
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Incident/Event 

Notification 

Initial 
Response & 
Assessment 

Incident Brief 
ICS-201 

 
 

Planning 

Meeting 

Tactics 

Meeting 

Preparing 

for the 
Tactics 

Meeting  

Operations 

Briefing 

Execute Plan & 

Assess 

Progress 

 

s 

Command & 
General Staff 

Meeting 

 
 

Initial UC 

Meeting 

New Op 
Period 

Begins 

 

IC / UC 
Develop/Update 

Objectives 
Meeting 

 

 

3.8 Operations Briefing 
 

This meeting presents the Incident 
Action Plan to the Operations 
Section Division and Group 
Supervisors. 

 
1. Obtain update from APIOs in 

the field prior to the Operations 
Briefing. 

2. PSC opens briefing, covers 
ground rules and reviews 

 

Tactics 

Meeting 
 

 
Preparing 

for the 

Tactics 

Meeting 

Command & 
General Staff 

Meeting 
 

IC / UC 
Develop/Update 

Objectives 
Meeting 

 
 

 

Initial UC 

Meeting 
 

Incident Brief 
ICS-201 

 
Initial 

Response & 
Assessment 

 

Notification 

 
Incident/Event 

Preparing for 

the Planning 

Meeting 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Execute Plan & 

Assess 

Progress 

 
Planning 
Meeting 
 
 

IAP Prep & 

Approval 
 
 

Operations 

Briefing 
 

New Ops 
Period 

Begins 

agenda, reviews IC/UC objectives and changes to 
IAP, i.e., pen and ink changes. 

3. IC/UC provides opening remarks. 

4. SITL conducts Situation Briefing. 

5. OSC discusses current response actions and 
accomplishments. 

6. PIO provides a Media Status Briefing when called 
upon. Hand out talking points or Meet the Media 
Cards if developed. General Briefing Topics: 

a. How to deal with public and press inquiries. 

b. Affected party precautions such as work areas 
with special populations or community 
ordinances. 

7. Answer any public information status questions. 
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Incident/Event 

Notification 

Initial 
Response & 
Assessment 

Incident Brief 
ICS-201 

 
 

Planning 

Meeting 

Tactics 

Meeting 

Preparing 

for the 

Tactics 

Meeting  

Operations 

Briefing 

Execute Plan & 

Assess 

Progress 

 

s 

Command & 
General Staff 

Meeting 

 
 

Initial UC 

Meeting 

New Op 

Period 

Begins 

 

IC / UC 
Develop/Update 

Objectives 
Meeting 

 

 

3.9 Execute Plan and Assess Progress 
 

Information Officer is monitoring 
operations closely to ensure the 
Safety Plan and Messages are 
being carried out. 

1. PIO continues to receive 
periodic updates from APIOs 

 

Tactics 

Meeting 
 
 

Preparing 

for the 

Tactics 

Meeting 

Command & 
General Staff 

Meeting 
 

IC / UC 
Develop/Update 

Objectives 
Meeting 

 
 

 

Initial UC 

Meeting 
 

Incident Brief 
ICS-201 

Preparing for 

the Planning 

Meeting 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Execute Plan & 

Assess 

Progress 

 
Planning 

Meeting 
 
 

IAP Prep & 

Approval 
 
 

Operations 

Briefing 
 

New Ops 

Period 

Begins 

 

2. Assess public information 
progress and media related 
activities. The best way the 

 

Initial 
Response & 
Assessment 

 

Notification 

 
Incident/Event 

PIO can assess progress is to get out into the field. 
Consider an over flight, boat ride or vehicle recon 
of the incident to assess progress. 

3. Evaluate public information organization for 
effectiveness; see also 5.1 Lead Personnel and 
Appendix V – Public Information Effectiveness 
Checklist. 

4. Prepare recommendation and briefing for the 
Command prior to the Objectives Meeting. 

5. Obtain APIO briefings from the field prior to the UC 
Objectives meeting. 
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4.1 Other Meetings and Events 
 
 
 

 

4.2 The Staff Meeting 

The purpose of this meeting is to keep your 
subordinates informed about Command’s direction and 
how the role they play ties in to achieving that direction. 
This is good leadership so it is imperative that you 
conduct this meeting at least once a day. 

 
1. If possible, set a standard time and place for this 

meeting. A good time to hold this meeting is 
following the Command and General Staff meeting 
when you have just received your direction. 

2. Ensure all personnel are present and accounted for. 
For the duration of the incident, these personnel 
work for you. Take care of them and they will take 
care of you. 

3. Situation update – This helps your staff know how 
the work they are doing is supporting the response. 

4. Current activities – Identify the work expected of 
your staff during this operational period to get ready 
for the next one. 

5. Compliment – Praise their actions to date. Try to 
find something that each of your key staff or other 
members of your team has done that is noteworthy. 

6. Remind your staff to fill out the Unit Log (ICS 214) 
daily. 
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4.3 Debrief 

Upon completion of the shift or operational period, the 
PIO should collect information from subordinates on 
lessons learned and be prepared to present this during 
the Command and General Staff meeting. 

1. Debrief all subordinates on progress. 

a. Note percent of work completed. 

b. Note resource utilization and effectiveness (e.g. 
are these assets the right tools for the job and 
were there enough, too many or too few?). 

2. Note any safety concerns (slips, trips falls, etc.). 

3. Ensure all pilfer-able resources are either 
transferred to oncoming shift, or secured. 

4. Collect all forms of documentation (e.g. ICS 
213s, ICS 214, logs, etc). 

5. Ensure ICS 214, Unit Log, is complete (all key 
events), accurate and signed (See example on page 
72). Provide original ICS 214 to Documentation Unit. 
Keep a copy for yourself. 

6. Ensure logistical issues discussed prior to releasing 
subordinates (refuel, replenish, secure gear, food 
and lodging, etc). 
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4.4 Other Meetings 

Depending on the incident, there are many meetings 
and briefings that can and do take place. Some are ad 
hoc and some are scheduled. Those listed below are 
just some that a PIO may be involved in. 

 Agency Representative Meeting – This meeting is 
held to update Agency Representatives and ensure 
that they can support the IAP. It is conducted by the 
LO, and attended by Agency Representatives. It is 
most appropriately held after the Planning Meeting 
in order to announce plans for the next operational 
period. It allows for changes should the plan not 
meet the expectations of the Agency 
Representatives. 

 Demobilization – Depending on the volume of 
resources scheduled for demobilization, the 
Demobilization Unit Leader may schedule a briefing 
to go over important points. 

 Open House Style Town Hall meeting – This 
meeting enables Command to address specific 
issues in a community. See Appendix U - 
Conducting an Open House/Community Meeting 
Checklist. 
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5.1 Other Incident Command Post Activities 

 
5.2 Lead Personnel 

Below is a general task checklist that should be 
completed as soon as possible after arriving at an 
incident. A Personnel Evaluation Criteria checklist is 
included on page 14. 

 
1. On-scene leadership is primarily a function of will 

and skill. You may have subordinates who routinely 
report to you in your regular job. More likely, 
however, is that you will have a mix of subordinates 
(federal, state, local, contractor, volunteer, etc). You 
may only see them as a group once, or you may be 
together for an extended period. 

2. You are faced with deciding, amongst many other 
things, whether they have the skill to do the job as 
well as the will. For instance, volunteers are often 
short on skill but long on will. Sometimes you have 
personnel who have the skill but not the will to do 
the job. 

3. Dealing with problems: Generally, you don’t have a 
lot of time to get people to work together nicely. If 
they do, great. If they don’t, you need to figure out 
how to get through the shift (operational period) if 
you can or replace them if you can’t. You need to 
deal with problem personnel at the lowest level. 
Document performance issues so they can be dealt 
with post-incident as necessary and so they don’t 
impact the next incident. 

4. Communicate expectations: What are the key 
accomplishments that you expect to meet during 
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the current operational period and/or future 
operational periods? Make sure you communicate 
them clearly. In an emergent environment keeping 
your expectations clear and simple is the path to 
success. If you have recurring expectations, write 
them down and post them (e.g. During the daily 
Staff Meeting, all Public information Unit Leaders 
will provide a written summary of support provided 
and issues of concern in the past 24 hours and 
resources / issues expected in the next 24 to 48 
hours). 

5. Foster Teamwork: There are many issues you will 
face in directing your section. Many are related to 
how well you can work as a team. 

6. When are you no longer responsible for the 
subordinates assigned to you? Generally when you 
have ensured that they have food, berthing and 
transportation until they report to work again. 
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5.3 Safety 

Below is a general task checklist regarding risk 
management. As a member of the leadership cadre of 
the Incident Management Team (IMT) you are 
responsible for the safety of your personnel while they 
are assigned to you. You accomplish this by: 

 
1. Providing your subordinates with Personal 

Protective Equipment (PPE) appropriate to the 
task(s). 

2. Organizing your subordinates, equipment and 
tactics to minimize risk. It is up to you to decide how 
to manage your assigned personnel to safely and 
effectively accomplish the task. 

3. Adapting to changing conditions including: Weather, 
Fatigue and Unexpected hazards. 

4. Stopping unsafe actions. 

5. Reporting mishaps if they occur (see Appendix I – 
Example ICS 237, Incident MISHAP Reporting 
Record). 

6. Providing feedback – Make sure that everyone has 
an opportunity to learn about MISHAPS or near- 
MISHAPS. It is good leadership and may avert 
accidents later. 
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5.4 Documentation 

Below is a general task checklist of activities that should 
be documented as a PIO. 
1. Imagery (video, pictures, charts, etc.) 
2. ICS 213(s) 
3. ICS 214(s) Unit Activity Log. See Appendix F– 

Example ICS 214, Unit Log on page 72). 
When completing the ICS 214 Activity Logs consider: 

a. List all personnel in attendance 
b. Document key activities including: 

i. Attendance at key meetings. 

ii. Resource breakdowns that impact command 
objectives. 

iii. Personnel injuries. 

iv. Completion or percent completion of work 
assignment. 

v. Secure from ICP. 

c. Copy for yourself – While this is not mandatory, it 
is highly recommended. You should get in the 
habit of keeping copies of all ICS 214(s) you 
generate for every incident you are on. DON’T 
count on the incident keeping track of your 
specific work product. If it is important to you, 
keep a copy for yourself. 

d. Turn the original of the ICS 214 into the 
Documentation Unit daily. 

4. Media Relations Plan and/or Strategic 
Communications Plan 
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5.5 Demobilization 

Below are responsibilities applicable to the PIO’s input 
to the Demobilization Plan. 

1. Provide Input to the Demobilization Plan and/or 
Participate in IMT demobilization meeting. What are 
the key processes and/or documentation that must be 
completed before assisting cooperating agency PIOs 
are allowed to leave the incident? Suggest 
mitigation/control measures: 

a. Rest before travel guidelines 

b. Equipment/Vehicle inspection procedures 

c. Responder medical screening programs 

2. Brief replacement as necessary. 

a. Public information staff resources (personnel, 
equipment) 

b. Assisting and cooperating agencies and 
stakeholder contacts. 

c. Current assignments of note 

d. Key relationships with other IMT members 

3. Replenish supplies. 

4. Complete evaluations for all personnel working for 
you and obtain evaluation from your supervisor (see 
Appendix G – ICS 225 Incident Personnel 
Performance Rating). 

5. Forward documentation to Documentation Unit. 

a. Imagery (video, pictures, charts, etc.) 
b. ICS 213(s) 
c. ICS 214(s) 
d. Media Relations Plan and/or Strategic 

Communications Plan 
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e. Final Package (contains ALL information products) 

6. Turn in equipment, as appropriate. 

7. Complete ICS 221, Demobilization Check-out 
sheet. 
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Appendix A - Personal and PIO Deployment Kits 

Personal Deployment Kit 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PIO Deployment Kit 
 

# Unit Item Name 

1 Ea Laptop computer with internet/CD 
capabilities 

1 Ea Mobile printer with Scanner capability 

1 Ea External hard drive (encrypted) with 
Electronic Forms 

1 Ea Wi-Fi or air Card connection 

1 Ea 4-Port USB device 

2 Ea Cellular phone (Smart Phone) 

1 Ea Camera kit – video/photograph capable 

 Uniforms/clothing appropriate for the response 
(including appropriate footwear). 8 days of 
clothing is a good starting point. 

 Update your family emergency plan (see  
www.ready.gov for details) 

 Emergency contact information 

 Dependent care plan (i.e. wills, powers of 
attorney, etc.) 

 Sufficient medications and/or medical supplies 
for 60 days 

 Pet care plan (if applicable) 

 Power adaptors and/or chargers for personal 
communication equipment (i.e. computers, cell 
phones, etc.) 

 

http://www.ready.gov/
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1 Ea PIO Contact List 
1 Ea Incident Management Handbook 

1 Ea Public Information Officer Job Aid 

1 Ea NRT Joint Information Center Model 

10 Ea Blank CDs 

 2 Ea Notebook – recommend “Write-in-the-Rain” 

1 Ea Projector and screen 

1 Ea Sunscreen 

1 Ea Sunglasses 

1 Pk Binder clips (various sizes) 

1 Bx Blue and Red Pens 

3 Ea Highlighters 

1 Pk Post-it Notes (various sizes) 

4 Ea Post-it Tabs 

1 Pk Writable Tabs 

1 Pk “Sign Here” Arrows 

1 Ea ICS 213 Blank Forms (printed) 

1 Ea ICS 214 Blank Forms (printed) 

1 Ea ICS 225 Personnel Performance Rating 
(printed)    
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Appendix B – Functional Interactions 
 

 

Inputs/ 

Outputs 

Below is an information exchange matrix/ 
functional interactions to assist the Public 
Information Officer with obtaining information 
from other ICS positions and providing 
information to ICS positions. 

MEET 

With 
WHEN PIO OBTAINS PIO PROVIDES 

IC Immediately 
after check-in 

Command 

Staff meeting 

As needed for 
news release 
authority 

Initial incident 
data 

Appointment of 
best person to be 
IO 

Command 

messages(s) 

News release 
authority 

Level of public 
interest 

Public information 
strategy 

Speaker 

preparation 

News releases, 

fact sheets, video, 
photos and news 
clips 

Interview, news 
brief and town 
meeting schedules 

PSC Planning 
Meeting 

Incident situation 
status data 
continuously 

Daily meeting 
schedule 

Copy of the IAP 

Interview, news 
brief and town 
meeting schedules 
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MEET 
With: 

WHEN: PIO OBTAINS: PIO PROVIDES: 

OSC Operations 
Briefing 

 

 
As needed 

Incident situation 
data 

 
Air/vessel 
transportation for 
JIC personnel, 
media, 
community and 
distinguished 
visitors to 
incident site 

News releases, 
fact sheets, video, 
photos and news 
clips 

Names of people 
needing air/vessel 
transportation 

SOFR Initial incident 

brief 

Command 
Staff meeting 

Operations 
Briefing 

JIC personnel, 
media, 
community 
and 
distinguished 
visitors need 
access to 
incident site 

Briefing for JIC 
personnel, 
media, 
community and 
distinguished 
visitors 

Personal 
protective 
equipment when 
going on-site 

News releases, 
fact sheets, video, 
photos and news 
clips 

Roster of on-site 
visitors escorted by 
JIC personnel 

Escorts for media, 
community and 
distinguished 
visitors to incident 
site 
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MEET 
With: 

WHEN: PIO OBTAINS: PIO PROVIDES: 

LOFR Command 
Staff meeting 

Operations 

Briefing 

Planning 

Meeting 

As needed 

Names and 
numbers of 
additional 
agencies, 
organizations 
and stakeholders 
to be added to 
JIC 
dissemination list 

News releases, 
fact sheets, video, 
photos and news 
clips 

Assist with 
distinguished 
visitor escorts 

Names of 
additional 
agencies, 
organizations and 
stake holders for 
incorporation into 
incident 

SITL Planning 

Meeting 

As Needed 

Future 
projections for 
incident. 

Updates on media 
coverage. 

PIO related CIRs. 

DMOB Standing down 
Joint 
Information 
Center 

 Unit Log (ICS 214) 
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Appendix C - Example ICS 202, Incident Objectives 
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Appendix D - Example ICS 202B, Critical 
Information Requirements 
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Appendix E – Example ICS Resource Request 
Order 
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ICS 213 Example 
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Appendix F– Example ICS 214, Unit Log 
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ICS 214 Instructions 
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Appendix G – ICS 225 Incident Personnel 
Performance Rating 
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ICS 225 Instructions 
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Appendix H 

STAR Resource Request  

 
 

State of Texas Assistance Request (STAR) Req#: 04-20459-FTW 
Incident Name: 

2014-01-29 Comanche Peak NPP Exercise  TRAINING 

Initial Request Date / Time: 

1/29/2014 10:21:29 

Requesting Entity: 

SOMERVELL 

Is this RR Tied to Another Request? (provide other Request Number) Other Tracking Numbers: 

Requested Item Description 

 Qty Unit Item Name 
Detailed Item Description: 
(kind, type, characteristics, brand, specs, size, etc.) 

Cost Demob Item? 

1 Each INcident management team 
One incident management team to assist Fire 

Department...DRILL 
0 No 

Justification / Purpose for Request: 

DRILL''''RAD release at CPNPP 

When is this Resource Needed? 

1/30/2014 

Estimated Timeframe of Need (how long will you need this resource?) 

Consumable Item 
Delivery Information 

Final Destination 

Point of Contact (POC) Name: 

Chief Mark Crawford 

POC Telephone Number: 

254-897-2213 

Facility Name: 

Somervell CO EOC 

Facility Zip: 

76043 

Facility Address: 

750 Bo Gibbs 

Facility City: 

Glen Rose 

Facility State: 

TX 

Additional  Instructions: 

Report to EOC for further instructions 

Requestor Information 

Requested by Position (Name): 

Somervell County - Emergency Management Coordinator 

(GriffinDwayne6385 ) 

Requestor Email: 

emc@co.somervell.tx.us 

Requestor Phone Number: 

254-897-2213 

Requestor Signature: 

dg 

Date / Time: 

1/29/2014 10:21:26 

mailto:emc@co.somervell.tx.us
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Appendix J – Example Media Query Record 
 
 

Incident: Hiatusport Oil Spill _ 

Record Number: 1001 _ 

Person Calling: 

Date/Time of Call: 

Organization: 

John Smith 

11/11/13 0900 

WDCL-TV 

Phone/Fax Number: 888-555-1212 _ 

Email Address: noreply@noemail.com 

Physical or Mailing Address: _300 Helpful Way   
  _   

 
 

 

Inquiry: _ Can I get a helicopter ride? I want to take video 
of your responders working and would like to interview 
someone  _   

 
 

Deadline: 11/11/13  1400_ _ 

Person Taking Call: 

Reply Made By: 

Greta Longfellow 

Greta L._ 

Date/Time of Reply: 11/11/13 1000_ _ 

Reply: After talking to the Air OPS it turns out flights are full 
with responders, but at the first available opportunity a reporter 
will be considered   

 

Source: NRT JIC Model 

mailto:noreply@noemail.com
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Appendix K – Example PIO Daily Briefing 
Worksheet 

 

1. Incident Name: _ Hiatusport Oil Spill 
2. Operational Period: 0600-1800 11/11/13_   
3. PIO: Nancy Wolfe 
4. Prepared By: __Will Bridges 
5. JIC Personnel Assigned: 

a. APIO – JIC Manager: 

 
 
Grace Calliou 

b. APIO – JIC Manager (satellite JIC):Jordan Sinclair_ 
c. APIO – Information Gathering: Marty Looker _ 
d. APIO – Media Relations: _Mandy Greaves _ 
e. APIO – Information Products: _Albert Brooks   
f. APIO – Community Relations: _Saul Hightower__ 

6. JIC Daily Activities: 
a. Information Gathering: 

i. Media Monitoring & Analysis Highlights: 
On web search, 1,345 hits, 180 news releases with 
current response information 

ii. Rumor Control Highlights: Reports of response 
personnel inhibiting reporters _   

iii. Social Media Monitoring & Analysis Highlights: 
80 tweets sent out at HP Response; using established 
Facebook account 45 responses have been received 
from postings, bloggers posting/reposting response 
news releases 

b. Information Products: 
i. Written News Releases: 15 news releases sent, initial 

JIC setup news release followed by 14 
updates _   

ii. Fact Sheets: 14 facts sheets posted to response 
website, to include, boat fact sheet, Hiatusport town fact 
sheet, oil reports, potential hazardous materials reports, 
beach closings, injured wildlife, & What to do if you spot 
wildlife 

iii. Photographs: 4 Photos posted to web from over- 
flight 
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iv. Video: 1 video from over-flight posted to web 
v. PSAs: 1 PSA in development to teach public how 

they can help_   
vi. Website: www.hiatusport.response.com   
vii. Incident Social Media Websites: 

Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, 
c. Media Relations: 

i. Media Inquiry highlights: CNN, Fox News, CNBC 
reports on HP response 

ii. Media Interviews scheduled: phone interview with 
London Times at 4:00 a.m. 

iii. Media Briefings scheduled: 1:00 p.m. with 13 
reporters scheduled to attend 

iv. Media speaker preparation scheduled/required: 
12:00 p.m. Unified Command prep session   

v. Field Activities Scheduled: Media Over flight, Imagery 
Specialist over flight, Congressional Rep meeting with 
Hiatusport Sector, meeting with the 
mayor 

d. Community Relations 
i. Community Inquiry highlights: Fisherman’s claims,   

Greenpeace distributing false information to the public 
about response efforts 

ii. Community Meetings scheduled: _Hiatusport High 
School facility at 1:00 p.m. for open house style 
meeting _   

iii. Community Speaker preparation scheduled/ required: 
Incident Commander brief at 12:15 p.m. prior to open 
house _ _   

 

Source: NRT JIC Model 

http://www.hiatusport.response.com/
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Appendix L – Example Initial News Release 
 

(Unified Command Logos/Names here) 

News Release 

Date: (date) 
Contact: Joint Information Center (###) ###-#### 

Unified Command Responds to (Incident) 

(City, State) Write one sentence for the LEAD paragraph being 
as brief as possible. Include the most important information in 
this first sentence such as what happened, where, to who and 
when. 

The BRIDGE Paragraph is next and covers more detailed 
information than the lead. The release should be written in 
inverted pyramid style. Inverted pyramid means that you start 
with the most important information at the beginning of the 
release and the least important goes at the end. Why and how 
are mentioned here (if available) as well as secondary facts 
and identification (lead paragraphs do not contain names of 
individuals). 

The BODY section covers the remaining relevant information. 
Stick to the facts. Use active, not passive voice (e.g. Rather 
than writing “entered into a partnership”, use “partnered” 
instead). Use only enough words to tell your story. Beware of 
jargon. Avoid hype (the exclamation point (!) is your enemy). 
Always have someone proof read your release and be 
prepared for changes. 

#### 
(this signifies the end of the release) 

 
Source: NRT JIC Model 
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Appendix M – Example Media Advisory – JIC 
Establishment 

 

(Unified Command Logos/Names here) 

Media Advisory 
 

Date: (date) 
Contact: Joint Information Center 
(###) ###-#### 

 
(INCIDENT) JOINT INFORMATION CENTER 

ESTABLISHED 
 

(City, State - ) A Joint Information Center has been 
established at (location) to disseminate response 
information for the (incident). 

 
The media is requested to use the phone numbers 
listed below for incident response inquiries and 
interviews. 

 
(###) ###-#### 
(###) ###-#### 
(###) ###-#### 

 
A website with incident response information can be 
found at the following URL: xxx.xxxxxxxx.com 

 

Source: NRT JIC Model 
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Appendix N – Example Media Advisory – Media 
Briefing 

 
(Unified Command Logos/Names here) 

Media Advisory 

Date: (date) 
Contact: Joint Information Center (###) ###-#### 

(INCIDENT) RESPONSE MEDIA BRIEFING 

WHAT: The (incident) unified command is holding a 
media briefing at the (location – e.g. incident 
command post) today to discuss (response topic). 

WHEN: (time, day) 

WHERE: (building name) 
(room number) 
(street address) 
(city, state) 
(telephone number) 

PARTICPANTS: 
(name, federal agency), (Agency) Incident Commander 
(name, state agency), State Incident Commander 
(name, local agency), (local) Incident Commander 
(name, vessel or facility), (vessel or facility) Incident 
Commander 

BACKGROUND: (incident summary – e.g. something 
happened at some place some day). 

Please visit www.xxxxxxx.com for incident response 
information 

Source: NRT JIC Model 

http://www.xxxxxxx.com/
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Appendix O – Media Briefing Checklist 

 
Media Briefing General Guidelines: 

□ As the moderator, it is your responsibility to set the 
tone for the media briefing. 

□ Have predetermined message for each media 
briefing. If you do not have a message, you do not 
need a media briefing 

□ Have technical experts available, if needed for the 
Unified Command to assist with technical questions 
and explanations. 

□ Ensure each member of the Unified Command has a 
shared speaking role (if they want time). 

□ Prepare speakers for media briefing. 
□ Provide correct spellings for any of the names with 

peculiar spellings. Ensure you state the person’s 
position in the Unified Command. 

□ Determine the proper local pronunciations (for 
example, Biloxi is pronounced beh-lux-ee not beh- 
lox-ee). 

□ Set a time with your speakers to start the media 
briefing. Stick to that time. Do not let any one person 
dominate the time during the media briefing. Take 
charge and use time as your authority. 

□ Make yourself available at the end of the media 
briefing. This will build relationships and your trust 
and credibility with the members of the media 
attending your media briefing. 
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Media Briefing Technical Needs: 

□ Adequate sized room for expected media 
□ Keep location free from background noise (e.g. 

traffic, telephones, aircraft) 
□ Pick a site that has visual interest (capitol building, 

local clinic, site where activities are taking place, 
etc.) 

□ Provide seating for reporters and leave room for their 
supporting equipment 

□ Sign-In sheet and location 
□ Lectern and microphone (Response Logo or 

combination of all logos displayed on lectern) 
□ Multi-junction box (for media sound inputs) 
□ Display Aids: Charts, Maps, Graphs, etc. (if 

available) 
□ Press Kits (to include all news releases, fact sheets, 

phone number contact cards, imagery, maps, etc.) 
□ Small water bottles for speakers, refreshments for 

media (coffee, tea or water set up) 
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Appendix P - Media Briefing – Example Moderator 
Script 

 
Welcome, Ladies and Gentlemen to today’s (this 
morning’s, tonight’s) Media Briefing. 

We will be presenting information on 
(topic) today. 

With us today is (names, agencies) . 

We will begin today with some brief statements from the 
representatives of the Unified Command. Then we will 
open the floor to your questions. Because of on-going 
operations, we will be available for _(#) minutes 
today. Please allow time for everyone here to ask 
questions. 

Following the media briefing, the Joint Information 
Center staff and I will be available to help you with any 
further needs. 

 
Source: NRT JIC Model 
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Appendix Q – Example Meet the Media Card 

A “Meet the Media” card outlines talking points and 
phone contacts in case responders are approached by 
the media. 

 
 DO NOT give opinions or comment on hypothetical 

situations. 

 DO NOT say “no comment.” If there is a reason you can’t 
tell a reporter something, tell them why you can’t. 

 DO NOT speculate or make guesses. 

 DO NOT make “off-the-record” comments. Everything you 
say is “on-the-record.” 

 DO NOT wear hats or sunglasses during an interview … 
even outdoors. 

 

 Stay within your area of expertise. If someone else is better 
suited to answer a question, refer the reporter to that 
person. 

 Avoid jargon, such as SAR, 47-footer, VHF radio, LE, MLB, 
HH-65, etc. Use words like boat crew, helicopter, 
emergency radio, etc. 

 Be brief and simple in your answers, and incorporate the 
reporter’s question into your answer. On average, they will 
use 10-15 seconds of your interview. 

 For policy questions, refer a reporter to the person or office 
who wrote the policy. 

 Remain calm. Imagine you’re talking to a friend or family 
member during the interview. 

 ALWAYS make a positive point. Your interview is an 
opportunity to tell the Type 3 AHIMT story. The public affairs 
office can help you draft messages beforehand. 

 Do not hesitate to contact your nearest PA office for 
guidance. 
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Appendix R: Sample Key Messages and Common 
Questions and Answers (Q&As) 

Key Messages 

Key Messages (FOSC) 
 As the Federal On-scene Coordinator, my role is to work 

with all of the agencies involved, the responsible party and 
local government representatives to ensure that everything 
possible is done to alleviate the situation. 

 There are three key elements of this response effort: 
1. First, an aggressive and effective response has been 

initiated and will be sustained as long as necessary. The 
response effort includes a variety of response equipment 
ranging from to . 

2. Second, every effort will be made to minimize damage to 
the environment including taking care of wildlife. We have 
an effective tool called the Area Contingency Plan to 
guide us during the early stages of the response. This 
plan lists priorities for carrying out initial response 
activities during the first 24 hours. 

3. The third element of this response is to determine why 
this occurred, so we can prevent similar events in the 
future. 

 

Key Messages (Oil Spills) 
 In response to the oil spill, a Unified Command has 

been established to oversee and direct cleanup activities. 
Representatives from the U.S. Coast Guard, the 
  will be working together in this effort. 

 The Unified Command’s top priorities are to protect public 
health, safety, and limit environmental impacts as we 
contain and clean-up the spill as quickly and efficiently as 
possible. 

 Oil is a hazardous material and can present significant 
health hazards, so the public is asked to stay away from 
area beaches and do not attempt to rescue injured wildlife. 
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 We are currently evaluating the situation and determining 
how much oil/material has been released. 

 Initial estimates of the amount of oil/chemical spilled are 
almost always inaccurate. But, to be safe, we are prepared 
to respond to the maximum potential that could be released. 

 We ask the public not to attempt to rescue oiled birds or 
wildlife on their own. They should instead report any sighting 
of oiled wildlife to 1-800-XXX-XXXX. 

 The cause of the incident is under investigation. 

 

Key Messages (Public Safety) 
 The safety of the public and incident responders is our 

number one priority. 

 The public is urged to not attempt to rescue oiled wildlife. 
Untrained individuals who attempt to rescue wildlife may 
cause more harm than good and could injure themselves in 
the process. If oiled animals are scared back into the water 
by pets or people, their chances of survival decrease 
dramatically. 

 If a person comes in contact with oil, he/she should wash it 
off with warm water and soap. For any serious injury or 
illness, seek medical attention immediately. 

 The Safety Officer in the Unified Command will set up air 
monitoring equipment, as needed, to identify atmospheric 
hazards for spill responders. He will provide the data 
collected to the Unified Command and to the local public 
health department, which will determine whether the human 
population is endangered. 

 The oil is not expected to pose any threat to the public. Air 
monitoring has determined that the air quality is currently 
below OSHA occupational exposure limits. 

 The local public health department is responsible for alerting 
the public if there is a health hazard. People may smell 
spilled petroleum product, even when there is no threat to 
public health. Individual may experience headaches and/or 
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nausea, as well. If discomfort continues to develop the 
affected person should seek medical attention immediately. 

 The local Office of Emergency Services will handle the 
evacuation of communities threatened during a spill. If the 
OES decides there is a risk to public health, if will tell local 
radio and television stations to notify the public via the 
Emergency Broadcast System. Local law enforcement 
personnel would direct the evacuation and possibly make 
public address announcements from vehicles being driven 
through the affected areas. 

 

Key Messages (Cleanup Methods and 
Considerations) 
 It is important that only trained personnel conduct oil spill 

cleanup. Oil is a hazardous substance and is highly toxic if 
handled improperly. It is important to stay off oiled beaches 
and keep children and dogs at a safe distance from a spill 
site. If someone comes in contact with oil, he/she should 
wash it off with warm water and soap. For any serious injury 
or illness, seek medical attention. 

 Initial spill response will generally focus on stopping the oil 
leak first, conducting on-water containment and recovery, 
and then shoreline protection. Efforts will be made to stop 
the source of the leak and get the oil off the water first so 
that continued re-oiling of shorelines is minimized. 

 The main tools used to contain and recover spilled oil are 
booms and skimmers. There are multiple types of boom, but 
the two main types are containment boom and absorbent 
boom. Containment boom is a plastic barrier that floats on 
top of the water helping to keep oil contained. Containment 
boom is most effective in calm waters. Absorbent boom is a 
encased, absorbent material that wicks oil off of the surface 
of the water as it prevents oil from moving. 

 If seas are too rough or currents are too fast, the oil will 
escape containment. Skimmers are large ships equipped to 
skim oil off the surface of the water and store it in large 
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tanks. Oil that is not recovered on water is likely to wash up 
on the shoreline causing further damage to wildlife and the 
environment. As a preventative measure, responders may 
place boom around sensitive areas to keep the oil at bay. 

 Regional or local oil spill emergency plans have maps that 
identify environmentally sensitive sites. During an incident, a 
decision will be made using spill movement data and local 
expert observations to determine which of the sites are in 
imminent danger and will receive the earliest protection 
efforts. 

 When shorelines become oiled, cleanup crews must 
determine the best methods to remove the oil from the 
environment. Much research has gone into developing these 
strategies. Different sites require different approaches.     
For instance, using a high-pressure wash on a rocky     
slope may simply push the oil further into the crevices, so 
instead hand scrubbing is the best method. For sandy 
beaches, using shovels and small excavation equipment 
may be the most effective approach. The public should not 
attempt to employ its own strategies. 

 Trained crews are instructed how to dispose of the oil and 
oily materials. The recovered oil must be carefully quantified 
to determine how much was removed from the environment. 
Then it is transported to a hazardous materials landfill or 
recycled. If oil is disposed of improperly, through household 
or public receptacles this may lead to contamination of 
municipal water supplies. 

 Local beaches may remain closed during these cleanup 
activities. The local health department and/or the governing 
agency have the authority to close beaches for public safety 
reasons. 
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Key Messages (Volunteers) 
 An aggressive cleanup operation is underway to secure the 

source, recover spilled oil and protect wildlife and 
environmentally sensitive sites that may be impacted. 

 There has been a tremendous outpouring of support to help 
from the community. We appreciate the public’s desire to 
volunteer and understand their concern. 

 The Unified Command will make the decision on whether or 
not to use volunteers. It will depend on a variety of factors 
including the type of oil spilled, the location and size of the 
spill, and most importantly the safety of volunteers. 

 In order to keep the public informed about the status of the 
cleanup and to provide information on possible volunteer 
opportunities, a Volunteer Hotline has been established at 
1-800-XXX-XXXX. 

 A volunteer can either be pre-trained or come forward 
during a spill event with no prior oil spill volunteer 
experience. Each spill response is unique, and the skill-set 
needed may be different each time. 

 Volunteers must first register before participating in a spill 
response. They must be at least 18-years-old, in good 
health, capable of lifting 25-35 pounds and able to follow 
both written and oral instructions. They must also be willing 
to attend any necessary training. 

 Volunteering does not necessarily mean cleaning up oil as 
there are many duties to perform at a response. Oil is a 
toxic substance and dangerous if handled or disposed of 
improperly. Only trained personnel are authorized to 
conduct oil spill cleanup. 

 The best way to become a volunteer is to contact your 
community volunteer center, non-profit environmental group, 
humane society, service organization, faith-based 
organization, or government agency volunteer program. 
These organizations train volunteers to be long-term 
environmental monitors or to work in various types of 
disaster management. 
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Common Questions and Answers 

Common Q& As for Spill Response 

Q: How many gallons of oil are in a barrel? 
A: 42 

Q: What is the Unified Command System? Who has 
authority? 
A: When a significant event takes place the state, federal and 
local agencies establish a unified command to oversee the 
response. The unified command consists of the agencies 
involved with the Incident. The incident commanders work 
together to plan and direct the response, using the best 
available technology. Experts from all of the entities involved 
work together in the planning, operations, logistics and finance 
sections, and fill command staff positions at the incident 
command post. 

Q: Who investigates the spill? 
A: The Coast Guard and TCEQ are investigating this incident 
and may assess fines and penalties according to federal and 
state laws and regulations. These investigations may lead to 
administrative penalties, or to civil and/or criminal charges. 

Q: How do local government agencies fit in? 
A: The state liaison officer, who is part of the Unified 
Command, establishes a multi-agency committee made up of 
local government stakeholders. Through the liaison officer, 
local government concerns and offers of assistance are 
reported to the incident commanders. If necessary, a local 
representative may serve in the unified command as the local 
incident commander. 
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Q: How do you know where the oil came from if nobody 
confesses to spilling it? 
A: The Coast Guard Marine Safety Laboratory in Groton, 
Conn., as well as private analytical laboratories, use gas 
chromatography and mass spectrometry to produce a 
“fingerprint” of oil taken from wildlife or oiled habitat. Oil 
samples are also taken from vessels, pipelines or facilities that 
were in the area at the time of the spill. Matching the 
chemically consistent fingerprints between spill and source 
samples allow us to identify the responsible party. 

Q: What is boom? 
A: Boom is a floating physical barrier used to contain oil spills. 
Boom floats on the surface of the water, but parts may extend 
above and below it. Because oil floats on water, the boom 
needs only to prevent surface movement at the top of the 
water to be effective. Boom is not a perfect containment 
device. Waves can carry oil over a boom and a current may 
force oil under it. Boom is more effective directing oil which 
moves at a slight angle to the line of boom than as a barrier 
blocking its movement. 

Q: What is in-situ burning? 
A: “In-situ” is Latin for “in-place,” so in-situ burning means 
burning something in place — where it is. In some cases, this 
may be the most effective way to remove oil from the 
environment and protect sensitive ecosystems, but, like all 
response methods, it has drawbacks. Burning oil creates a 
noxious plume of smoke and airborne particulate matter, so 
this method of removing oil from water would only be 
considered in an area and under weather conditions in which 
the smoke would not affect human populations. It should be 
done far offshore with only offshore winds. For a burn to work, 
the oil must be a certain thickness on the water to ignite, and it 
must be ignited within a few hours of being spilled before the 
high-end, volatile chemicals evaporate. Not all oil is burnable. 
Specialized equipment must be readily available, and weather 
and oceanographic conditions must be favorable. 
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Q: Can you use biological agents? What are they, and how 
do they work? 
A: Biological agents, approved by the EPA and the state, can 
be used during spill response. Biological agents (i.e. 
bioremediation) are used primarily as a final or “polishing” 
process to remove the remaining oil following initial cleanup 
activities or in areas where the more commonly used cleanup 
procedures are not applicable. Biological cleanup agents are 
typically chemical fertilizers that are applied to an oiled area to 
stimulate the growth of existing oil degrading bacteria. These 
bacteria will in turn breakdown the oil into carbon and oxygen. 
The efficiency of this process will depend on the type of oil 
spilled and environmental conditions. 

Q: What should the public do if they see oil in a place 
where it shouldn’t be (a spill)? 
A: Report it, by telephoning (toll-free) 800-OILS-911. This is a 
good reporting number for the entire U.S. Pacific coast. Spills 
in marine waters should also be reported to the U.S. Coast 
Guard, by calling 800-424-8802. 

 

Common Q&As for Habitat and Wildlife 

Q: How does oil affect fish and wildlife? 
A: Fish and wildlife can be harmed when their bodies contact 
oil. For aquatic birds and furred sea mammals, oil may cause 
feathers and fur to lose the ability to trap air and keep water 
out. These animals are then susceptible to hypothermia and 
reduced buoyancy. Aquatic birds that are oiled will often 
attempt to come ashore to escape the cold water. When oil 
coats fish and invertebrates, it can lead to smothering or tissue 
damage. There are also toxic effects from ingesting or inhaling 
petroleum products. Depending on the amount and type of oil 
ingested, fish and wildlife may die or experience a variety of 
toxicological effects including immune and reproductive system 
effects and disrupted organ function. In addition to direct 
effects on fish and wildlife, oil also can also contaminate 
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and persist for long periods in the habitats upon which these 
animals rely. 

Q: What process does the animal go through after 
capture? 
A: The bird or animal is handled very carefully, in an attempt to 
limit stress while being evaluated for its ability to survive; then it 
is stabilized. Oiled wildlife must be kept warm, as oil ruins the 
normal ability of fur and feathers to retain body heat. The 
animal is first stabilized in the field, and then medically 
evaluated once it arrives at a facility. Sick or injured victims are 
provided veterinary care at this point. Once the animal is 
medically stable (usually 24-48 hours after arrival) it will be 
washed with warm water and an oil-dispersing detergent, dried 
and held in captivity until it is healthy enough to be released to 
the wild. On average, this entire process lasts a minimum of 7- 
10 days. 

Q: How successful is rehabilitation? 
A: That depends on several variables: 

 Type of oil 

 The animal’s species 

 Physical condition prior to oiling 

 Time of year and weather conditions in which it was oiled 

 Length of time between initial contact with oil and the 
animal’s capture 

 Availability of an oiled wildlife care facility with trained 
veterinary staff nearby 

Q: Can people volunteer to help? 
A: Yes, there are a variety of jobs that volunteers can safely do 
in response to an oil spill. Hazardous materials training may be 
required for some of these jobs. Each incident is unique, 
however, and whether or not volunteers are used during a spill 
response is the decision of the unified command. 
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Common Q&As for Public Health and Safety 

Q: What about public health? 
A: The safety officer in the Unified Command will set up air 
monitoring equipment, as needed, to identify atmospheric 
hazards for spill responders. He will provide the data collected 
to the Unified Command and to the local public health 
department, which will determine whether the human 
population is endangered. The local public health department 
is responsible for alerting the public if there is a health hazard. 
People may smell spilled petroleum product, even when there 
is no threat to public health. Some may experience headaches 
and/or nausea, as well. If discomfort, such as headaches, 
develops the affected person should consult his/her personal 
physician. 

Q: Who would handle an evacuation of the community? 
A: This is extremely rare; however, the local Office of 
Emergency Services would handle the evacuation of 
communities threatened during a spill. If the OES decides 
there is a risk to public health, they will tell local radio and 
television stations to notify the public via the Emergency 
Broadcast System. Local law enforcement personnel would 
direct the evacuation, and possibly make public address 
announcements from vehicles being driven through the 
affected area. 

Q: What should people do if they think they've been 
exposed to toxins? 
A: Contact your local Public Health Department, and then get 
medical attention from your personal physician, just as you 
would for any illness or injury. Anyone without a personal 
physician will be advised on further action by the health 
department staff. 
Funding 
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Q. What if you can't find a Responsible Party? 

A. In the case of a "mystery spill” – where the spiller can’t be 
identified, located, or is bankrupt – a rapid response will be 
funded by either the state or Federal Oil Spill Liability Trust 
Fund. In many cases, the state fund can be reimbursed by the 
federal fund if not, and the amount is significant, a mechanism 
will be activated for the oil industry to replenish the account. 
Since the Oil Spill Prevention and Response Act of 1990 was 
enacted, the account has never had to be replenished with a 
higher fee. 
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Appendix S – Planning Worksheet for Community 
Interaction 

 
1. Situation and Place:    
2. Date:    

3. Define the community and the audience for the health 
risk communication activities. 

4. Consider: 
a. Individuals and groups who facilitate action: 

 
 

 

b. Individuals and groups who have been involved 
previously in this matter:    

 
 

 

c. Individuals and groups who are interested in 
participating:    

 
 

 

d. Individuals and groups who can be affected or who 
perceived themselves to be affected:    

 
 

 

e. Individuals and groups who may feel relegated or 
annoyed if they are not included: 
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Planning Worksheet for Community Inte raction (cont) 
Segment of 
Audience 

Key Contact Specific 
Concerns and 
issues 

Govt Personnel   

Elected Authorities   

Local Govt personnel   

Citizen Groups   

Local Residents   

Local Health 
Professionals 

  

Representatives of 
local businesses 

  

Civic Groups   

Groups of Public 
Interest 

  

Principals of local 
schools 

  

Potentially 
Responsible Parties 

  

Other federal 
institutions 

  

Other personnel from 
your institution 

  

Others   
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Planning Worksheet for Community Interaction (cont) 
 

Sub-Group Key Contact Specific Concerns 
and Issues 

What other language 
or dialect to they 
speak? 

  

Sociocultural situations   

Activists   

Workers and their 
families 

  

Other groups with 
special characteristics 

  

Source: NRT JIC Model 
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Appendix T – Public Information Officer VIP 
Checklist 

 
Note: This checklist assumes that primary responsibility 

for the VIP visit is assigned to the Public Information 
Officer. In some cases, the responsibility may be 
assigned to other members of the IMT staff such as the 
Public Affairs Officer or Deputy Incident Commander 
depending on the circumstances surrounding the 
response. 

 
Prior to the visit: 

 Determine the reason for the VIP’s visit. 

 Identify and reach out to a point of contact (POC) 
for the VIP. 

 Determine the expectations that the VIP has for the 
visit. 

 Determine if a photographer is desired or needed. 

 Provide the POC with any advance materials such 
as ICS 201s, IAPs, press releases, ICS 209s, 
intelligence summaries or other information as 
appropriate. 

 In coordination with other IMT members and the 
POC, develop a plan that includes: 
 Purpose for the visit 
 Pertinent information about the VIP 
 Protocol expectations 
 Security expectations or requirements 
 Special needs such as handicaps, food 

requirements, or medical needs 
 An overall schedule (allow time for things to take 

longer than expected) 
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 Specific agendas for meeting and briefings 
 Supporting information for each segment of the 

schedule such as maps, personnel lists, or 
equipment requirements 

 A listing of responsibilities and tasks assigned to 
the IMT staff, such as photos, transportation, 
briefings, security, and safety equipment 

 Communication methods and requirements 
 Transportation routes and means 

 Contingency resources and personnel 
requirements 

 Required approvals and signatures 
 

Note: This plan should be used by the IMT and visit 

coordination staff to manage the visit. A copy should be 
provided to the POC as soon as it is approved. 

 

 Obtain command approval for the plan. 

 Brief participants prior to execution of the plan. 

 Prepare specific briefing materials in time for 
review by the IMT staff. 

 Assist the photographer in determining 
appropriate pictures 
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During the visit: 

 Stick to the schedule. 

 Keep Command and others informed of progress. 

 Keep track of any open actions, tasking, or issues 
that come up. 

 Ensure that all required safety equipment is 
available and used. 

 Communicate ahead to the next stop or activity on 
the schedule. 

 
Post visit: 

 Debrief personnel involved in managing and 
executing the visit. Gather feedback, issues, 
concerns, and successes. 

 Provide a briefing to Command and others as 
required on the visit, including any open actions, 
tasking, or issues. 

 Document required follow up and assign 
responsibility. 

 Contact the POC to obtain feedback on the visit 
and to follow up on any actions. 

 Provide original documents and electronic items to 
the DOCL for filing. 

 Provide feedback to personnel involved in 
managing and executing the visit. 

 Amend the plan template as appropriate for the 
next VIP visit. 
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Appendix U - Conducting an Open 
House/Community Meeting Checklist 

 
□ Select the appropriate time for the exhibit/community 

meeting. 
NOTE: The end of the working day is best. Tuesday 
and Thursday have proven to generate greater 
attendance. 

□ Select an appropriate meeting format, e.g., open 
house, audiovisual presentation, or panel discussion. 
(See Public Exhibit and Discussion Diagram below) 

□ Select and schedule an appropriate location. 
NOTE: The location should be easily accessible, 
contain plenty of parking, power and minimal 
background noise. 

□ Coordinate security needs with the Security Manager 
of the Facilities Unit in the Logistics Section for 
community meetings. 

□ Select appropriate Subject Matter Experts as 
presenters/speakers at the exhibit /community 
meeting. Consider designating a member of the 
IC/UC to give opening remarks, if appropriate. 

□ Notify the community of the event. 
□ Identify exhibitors from the IC/UC, schedule and 

conduct speaker preparation and provide assistance 
with materials for exhibits. 

□ Debrief APIO/JIC Manager following a community 
meeting. Note major issues of concern and provide 
recommendations for future action. 
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Appendix V – Public Information Effectiveness 
Checklist 

 
This checklist is helpful in determining public 
information organizations effectiveness: 

 Incoming public information personnel are receiving 
a comprehensive briefing before assuming their 
duties. 

 Public information work activities are proceeding well 
and tasks are being completed. 

 Public information staff is adequate to meet the 
demands of the response effort. 

 Good progress is being made toward meeting public 
information oriented objectives. 

 Chain of Command is well established. 

 Good communications exists between APIOs and 
ICP. 

 Communication is flowing smoothly back and forth 
between PIO staff and agencies, stakeholders, 
affected and involved parties. 

 Public information personnel feel comfortable raising 
issues or concerns to the PIO. 

 Expectations are clearly understood. 

 Public information work areas are adequate. 

 Have equipment that has right capability for need. 

 Appropriate Technical Specialists are available. 
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 Perception of the response is positive at other 
incident related locations: EOCs, Area Command, 
JFO, etc.). 

 Effective coordination exists between public 
information and other IMT Staff. 

 Contingencies or what-if possibilities are being 
planned for to include effective outreach to the press 
and public. 

 Reaction is positive to public information related. 
documents, posters, and presentations. 

 Assisting and cooperating agency support and 
resources are being effectively and efficiently 
utilized. 

 Agency representatives are involved and freely 
communicate with public information staff. 

 Stakeholder, agency and VIP briefings and tours are 
smooth and successful. 

 There is a clear means for outside entities wishing to 
contact the public information staff and they know 
how to do it. 

 Public information staff is fully employed and has a 
positive attitude. 

 Demobilization is being coordinated. 

 Stakeholder coordination Plan is effective and being 
followed. 
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Appendix W – Conversions and Equivalents 
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Appendix X – Public Information Officer Activities in 
the Planning Process 

 

 


